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Female Mission Today

In the wake of the events in
our country, I am taking a
day off from writing and
editing my next book. I
could not contain myself.
I had three clients this
morning that really
touched me, all female. One
facing eye surgery, One
experiencing great difficulty in breathing, and one dealing with heart failure.
Three women; Vision, Breath, Heart. Working with them caused me to see the
actions of women in our country more sharply.
For anyone who does not know the original purpose of earth and male/
female missions, the events in our world will appear extremely chaotic and
hopeless. I know the mission of the two bodysuits within the context of the
greater Earth mission. Therefore, I am looking through the unique lens of a
mystic. Today I stand amazed! Amazed, hopeful and wondering, "Will women
pull "it" off?"
In order for you to understand "it", you will need a glimpse through my
eyes. Let me share the history* of our Divine family's journey from Our Home of
One, of Good. It is the journey that has led you to be incarnated on Earth.
Bear with me.
In the Galactic worlds, beyond our Home of One/Good and before Earth
was even a thought, Divine Conscious Beings came together into collectives. They
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gathered around agendas that would allow them to experience aspects of their
Nature; Joy, Peace, Balance, Curiosity, Creativity, etc.
There were other collectives, originating in different areas of the Galaxy,
who came together around different agendas. They choose intentions that would
allow them to dominate, control and use. Eventually, in worlds before Earth, they
invaded the space of our Divine families through deception and then wars. We
became owned, enslaved to these Outsiders. The impact of domination, control,
and usury, then as today, causes vibrations of energy fields to decrease in
frequency. Their presence is like a cancer within the Divine collectives, a major
contamination. After their invasion, our energy fields changed from high
vibrations of All Good to the heavy, constricting, destructive frequencies of the
Outsider energy. We were falling, diminishing, struggling to survive. The
heaviness of our collective energy was precluding full access to the Breath of Life,
of all Good. We forgot we were the creators of this life, of this world and began to
think we needed to work to become Good.
Our collective families tried many things to get out from under the
Outsiders. Eventually, it became evident that we were on the brink of death.
Extreme measures were necessary. A new plan was imagined and then designed.
A way to ferret out their energy was critical as well as systems that would allow
quick action by even one Soul. A new space was conceived where energy "seeds"
manifested and where independent choice, not group consensus, was not the law.
And so the foundation for Earth; the Law of Manifestation and Independent
Choice. What was most critical, however, was that we create a way for some in
our collective Soul families to have authority over the Invaders. How? And then
the answer came. A physical body suit would be needed on this new planet, why
not two. One could carry the "ownership marks" of the parasitics for both Souls.
This would leave one free and connected to the power and authority to command.
And so, male/female mission. Male to carry the ownership "marks" and the
Female to discern, name and command the Outsiders back to their Homes.
When you look around our country today, you can clearly see that those
with agendas of domination, control, usury are not "gone". They are alive and
well in our midst. Their impact continues to cause destruction, death, and the
heaviness of despair. How did it go wrong?
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Simply put, the fact that the female body suit was free of ownership, able to
identify and to command, was discovered by the Outsiders. From that point on,
females were targeted for harm. They were discounted, diminished until they
knew that survival was key. The Souls in female body suits began playing small,
obedient, nice, subservient and forgot their true Mission.
And so what sparked my decision to write to you rather than to spend the
day working on my book? The time I spend in the healing sessions with my three
clients.
Go on that journey with me.
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The Past Sets the Present, and The Present Can Free the Past

Those who have
Ariel Reshel
experience with
energy healing,
spiritual
transformation know
that when someone in
our lineage has
experienced trauma,
they have made
decisions that created
energy knots or "seeds". Patterns emerge and those vibrations have rippled down
the time-line to impact their descendant's life.
Such was the case with my clients. So, I share a version of their sessions.
You can make it your session and ask for the same transformations that they were
given.
I began with a Reality Statement and Shift** for my clients to claim their
"new".
"I am living a long, vibrant life with clear vision, strong spiritual guidance,
heart strength and deep breathing from the Divine."
Going into meditation, I asked to be taken back in time and shown the
"seed" experience of what had manifested. I am taken to a scene filled with fear. A
five-year-old girl, dirty, scared, hiding within a formation of rocks. She is
burrowing into a corner. Her nose is pressed into the soft dirt and her breathing
has almost stopped. As I talk with her she speaks of the fight her parents put up
against invading men. She quietly sobs and says, "They were killed and I ran".
Her entire village is decimated and the men are looking for her. She does not
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want to see the horror and would rather stop breathing than to be found by these
men. Her heart is breaking.
Giving this aspect of my client the space to be heard, I listen and watch her
breathe diminish. If possible, she would become the dust. I assure her that I will
keep her safe and have her sense Spiritual healers surround her. I ask them to
come in close, and freeze frame the experience.
Then I ask to be taken back to a time before the invaders. Within the
village, the children are running, laughing, playing and the sense of safety
permeates everyone. The adults are working together, smiling at the children.
Love is palpable. The 5 year-old smiles at me and then runs in circles. This is
where we will make changes.
I call the young girl to me and ask her to take me to find her mother and
father. I explain to the adults that I am coming from the future. The women of
this village will need a power that had been taken from them. They cannot
perceive of needing more but listen respectfully. I ask the mother to call a
gathering of the women during which the men and children are free to watch.
The village gathers, women in the center with men respectfully listening
and children safely playing nearby.
Imagine that you are there with me, other women from the future.
Gathered with us is a vast number of Spiritual women holding space and
knowledge. Beyond them are legions of Spiritual Beings committed to the Good.
I speak to the group, "Greetings my sisters! I come from the future, from
your descendant's times to restore a Divine gift that was taken from you. This is a
gift that you will need in order to maintain your amazing culture, your families,
and even your life. As you look around you may not see how what I am saying is
of value to you. I ask you to trust me and these sisters who have gathered around
you.
"We are here to tell you that there are forces on this planet who would
capture, use and even destroy you and those you love. We have seen it and want
to prevent that for you. Are you willing to listen and consider?"
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As the sounds of "yes" floats through the group, I continue.
"We recognize that your intentions have been to live peacefully and
respectfully within your families and your village. We see the results and the joy
that has emerged. Those of whom we speak have different agendas. It is to
dominate and use. Their nature is parasitic and that nature can do nothing but
destroy.
"We are here to restore the mission of those in female bodies. That includes
the sensitivity to feel their approach and the authority to demand their removal.
Close your eyes, go inward and you will see legions of Spiritual Beings who are
ready to answer your requests. These legions, called PTO teams, have the ability
to identify the Outsider's energy, surround, contain it, and then to neutralize and
remove it back to its Home of Origin. There are Legions of Power in the unseen to
assist in this mission. You see that you are not alone as you stand in a position of
power."
Breathe and sense this story.
"Now, go about your day as we stay close. As soon as any woman feels an
"off" energy, call all women together and we will walk you through the process."
"The men's role?", someone asks.
"Perfect question. They are to go about their normal work, sending
Universal Home energy to the women while surrounding them with their Love.
They are not to get involved at this point."
Now, imagine the day unfolding. All is well until one woman calls to the
others and they gather at a sacred circle within the village.
"I sense something very different." And others calm themselves, close their
eyes and one by one they respond with, "Yes, I do too."
Then myself, the women from the future and our Spiritual Sisters come
into the circle. "We will hold this space. You are correct in sensing. Now, use the
words, "This energy is NOT Acceptable in our space or in our world!" Close your
eyes, and see the PTO legions with your imagination. They move to encircle your
village and spread out until they find from where the "off" energy is coming.
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"Now, watch as the PTO surrounds the entire group, contains them,
neutralizes and then removes them by extracting them from the planet. They are
returned to their own Home and sealed there."
Quietly hold hands. Sense the "off" energy lift. When it is gone, ask the
PTO teams to open your inner vision to see what you had sensed.
In the Sacred stillness, the women see the invaders very far away, marching
toward their region. Far off and yet their energies had wafted into their space.
We affirm to them,"You were correct! Remember, use this gift and teach
your daughters and sons."
With authority returned and acted upon by the women, the 5-year-old
continues to grow within a culture of Love and Valuing,
Imagine yourself with her. You are in the village. Hear the children's
laughter. The smiles of the adults are life magic dust permeating everything. Let
your emotions build as the sense of safety, peace, joy fills you.
The transformation creates a new energy stream. It enlivens you and it
enlivened my clients in their present life. It is as if the trauma, murders, and
decision to stop breathing never happened.
The past has informed the present and the present has transformed the
past.
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"It", Female Mission and "Why"
So, consider "it" in relation to male/female missions. "It" related to
Outside societies and their agendas. Their presence drives Earth mission. Souls
from our Divine Families who choose to incarnate into male body-suits do so
knowing that Outsiders own that body suit. Therefore, for generations that Soul
had to act as a slave to those masters. Male mission in behalf of the Greater
Divine Family was to stay connected to the unlimited energy of the Sun and
Home through the Crown Center Chakra. And, that despite the manipulations
from the Outsiders, flow inspiring, encouraging possibilities through the Crown
to the female. His foundation for choice was intended to be the Heart Center. His
strength was to come from the Heart and actions were to be totally Heartcentered. His commitments were to be to those who did life based on his Heartcentered values. He was to nurture and inspire.
Originally, the Soul
from our Divine families
who chose to incarnate
into a female body suit was
hidden from the view and
monitoring of the Outsider
Masters. So, women's
mission began before birth
by having her bonds of
ownership taken from her
and carried by another.
She had to bow down to no
one. Then she could stand
in clarity, power, and
authority. Additionally, the
discernment center at the Solar Plexus held sensitivity that would alarm at any
hint of Outsider presence, small or great. Her Belly Wisdom or Intuition. This
sensitivity would warn a woman when something entering her space or the space
of the family was "off". She did not need to "wait in doubt. It was not intended
that she fight or battle. It was not intended that she "give the "off" energy space to
change, it was not intended that she neglect the warning to give the "off" energy a
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chance to manifest into greater forms. It was intended that her voice be the only
authority in such situations. She would move into conscious physical action to
command the identification, the containment, neutralization, and removal of the
Outsider's energy at any level or dimension within our energy field. The
Outsiders had no power or authority to remain in her space or in the space over
which she had guardianship. That plan was enacted on the planet about 600,000
years ago and that changed when her freedom was discovered and for
generations, women have been made subservient and less than, which has left us
in our current state.
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What Mission Looks Like Today

So, here we are in 2017 and
Women are Rising! They are doing so
mostly from deep wisdom and intuition
rather than a conscious memory of
mission.
In November and December of
2016, after the U.S. elections, a call went
out. "This newly "elected" president has
spoken and acted in ways detrimental to
the values women hold." The women
Dale Lamper
would not have identified him within the
Sioux Women Rising
context of Galactic history and yet
certainly his words and actions are
marks of the Outsider's agenda to
dominate, to control, to use, to deceive,
to cause descent, and to create conflicts. Other indications of Outsider energy is
the total lack of empathy for the masses, lack of commitment for what will benefit
the entire Web of Life.
Women's mission? To call out and name, "Something is "off". constraining,
dangerous to the whole. To gather and stand firm in the values that build. Do you
see what I was connecting after my morning healing sessions? The Female
Mission is To Demand the removal of all domination and usury energy back to its
Home of Origin. The women do not have to be heard by those in physical. They
do not have to be given permission to speak. They do not have to 'be good", to
play small. They are to decree! Their stand and their declarations are answered
by vast teams of our family, mentors, guides, angels, whatever name you might
give them, Spiritual Beings of great integrity to the Good. Those in the unseen
regions are charged to follow through on a woman's decree. "It", the power of
Female mission as the physical component of the powerful Spiritual plan to
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remove energies of domination, control, and usury is the aspect of which most
are unaware.
Standing up to identify actions and ideas that are NOT Acceptable in a
culture that builds Good for All is the major aspect of the female mission. They
may sense the "off"ness, see the actions or behaviors of Domination/Usury
agendas, they may read of them or see them in videos, news reports or from
others. At the very first word, action, or energy sense, a woman was to
immediately name it. For example, "That is abusive, or discounting, or
dominating, and I will not allow it here." When you know the mission to identify
and say "NO", and then you see women standing up to declare cultures,
situations, policies based on Outsider's agenda, you can count them as Women
Activating Mission
The hue and cry for equal right for women do not speak to the true
problem. The actual problem is that women have been kept out of their true
mission to Discern the Agendas of Outsiders and Demand their Removal from
our Planet. Their declaration brings in the Legions of Spiritual Forces of Good
from the Unseen.
Water Protectors! Young Indigenous women who stood together to say,
"We will not accept destruction of our water.
Women's March! is a
component. The most visible
current action representing Female
Mission was the world wide Women
March Movement in January 2017.
This groundswell within women as
response to the U.S. elections was
exactly what was intended for
restoring True Sovereignty and
Good. What was missing was the
call for our Unseen Spiritual teams.
Take Back Your Time! a mission action. Women have been tracked,
tortured, raped, and diminished, over generations. Their survival mechanisms
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have versions of "be small", "stay silent", "don't breath", "be good", "don't rock
the boat". In order to be about their assignment, women have to "take back their
right to exist, to stand tall, to speak clearly, to breath deeply, to govern their lives
and to be given respect and honor. Any agenda to diminish the Female is
Outsider generated.
Abusive Partnerships. An individual woman dealing with an abusive
partner is another component of the mission. Their mission is being acted out in
very personal ways. These women have stepped into age-old patterns created by
Outsiders, usually in male body suits, whose attitude is ownership, entitlement,
and domination of women in their lives. As these women stand up with courage
and anxiety, they are adding their voice of NOT Acceptable! for themselves, their
daughters and for all women.
Take a Knee! and any place that someone "takes a knee" to say, "What we
are doing is destructive," is a place for women to stand in solidarity and call to
our Unseen Teams. NOT Acceptable opens the door for such situations to be
identified in order to remove all Outsider energies of Control and Usury.
Women Coming Together to discuss possibilities, to create Good in
ways that honor diverse views and experiences. Women were intended to design
systems, establish cultures, write policies that are based on valuing the
relationship between all in the Web of Life.
Women Taking their Voice into the political, business and religious
arenas.
Any Women can Declare: The Female mission does not require that
there be a group of women who gather. The process of the PTO teams to identify,
contain, neutralize and remove all Outsider energy is begun when ONE woman
senses something is "off". She can wrap her energy fields with the Protective
cocoon of Sovereignty and Female Mission, go within, intuitively reach out to the
Unseen PTO teams and give them permission to investigate and act. It only
requires her discernment and declaration, "Something is NOT Acceptable within
my field. They are not allowed into my space. Please step in."
Authority will be Heard by the Unseen: The Female mission does not
require that there be a group of women who gather. The process of the PTO
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teams to identify, contain, neutralize and
remove all Outsider energy is begun when
ONE woman senses something is "off". She
can wrap her energy fields with the
Protective cocoon of Sovereignty and
Female Mission, go within, intuitively
reach out to the Unseen PTO teams and
give them permission to investigate and
act. It only requires her discernment and
declaration, "Something is NOT Acceptable
within my field. They are not allowed into
my space. PTO teams, please step in."
In this moment in time, women
will effect removal or they will not.
We will be freed or we will continue
the death fall.
Just as has happened over and over in past generations, control,
domination, usury is expanding. The Outsider's presence is more and more
visible, as we knew it would be with The Law of Manifestation. The world is faced
with the destruction of the Life Experiences that we had intended. The Call into
Divine, Soul Mission often comes in the form of a crisis, danger, disease or
breakdown. Recognize that what is happening is actually a call to Greatness.
Women's time is Now and Our Knowledge about Original
Mission is Critical. This is the consciousness shift needed to shift our
World.

Will Women Pull IT Off?
#notacceptable
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Appendage

* A video journey of Galactic History and Earth Mission: http://mysticviewsshininglight.weebly.com/galactic-historian
** Making changes with Reality Statements: http://mysticviewsshininglight.weebly.com/galactic-historian
Message from Mother Earth/Gaia to Women of Today: http://
motherspeaks.weebly.com/
Explore our site, http://www.womenstandlead.org/ to get more understanding

#notacceptable
Definition of clarion: brilliantly clear; also: loud and clear, a clarion call to action
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